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ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::On Risa walking along the beach almost to the volleyball game area::

CMO_Matt:
::stepping away, in towel, from the shower. it felt nice to use water instead of sound waves::

TO_Hawkes:
::puts down PADD and exits HD3::

MO_Lea:
::sitting on a bench, finishes her story, and puts the Padd back in her bag::

XO_Wall:
::On Risa alongside vollyball court B::

CTO_Psion:
::On Risean beach::

Es`Shere:
::yawns and gets out of bed::

CSOPoulos:
::sitting in the "big chair" waiting for his chance to check out the Grecian Clubs on the plannet::

ENGMac:
::finds a great place to do some digging::

LtJg_Cray:
::On Bridge at tactical::

OPS_Lynam:
::On board in quarters::

Es`Shere:
::moves to the shower.. still time to get another nice walk along the beach in::

MO_Lea:
::stands up, looking around, searching for something to do::

CMO_Matt:
::stretching, looks out across the ocean, wishing that he could get a boat and take someone on a short cruise of the nearby coast::

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  All is well onboard sir.

TO_Hawkes:
::heads to TR1::

ENGMac:
::pulls out spade and starts to dig a small hole::

OPS_Lynam:
::Gets dressed and notices a few sore spots have returned.::

CO_Grant:
:: Walks upto court b::

CSOPoulos:
Cray: thank you Lt.

SO_Sadoki:
::On Risa at the Vball courts::

MO_Lea:
::begins to walk down the street::

Es`Shere:
::drys herself off and gets dressed::

XO_Wall:
CO: glad you could come

CMO_Matt:
::relaxed, he picks up one of the padds with the information on the interspacial flexure and the report he sent to medical::

TO_Hawkes:
::Enters TR1::

CTO_Psion:
::Walks along the shore::

MO_Lea:
::a view of the beaches comes into sight:: Self: still beautiful...

OPS_Lynam:
@COMM:Es'Shere:  Counselor?  Are you aboard?

CO_Grant:
WALL: hello XO how comes the volleyball

Es`Shere:
::decides that a walk into town away from the beach may be more interesting.. she saw the beach yesterday.. and wonders what else Risa has::

ENGMac:
::after 10 minutes of digging, and thinks to self:: darn, it's hot

CMO_Matt:
::not being able to keep his attention on the padd, he sets it down, leans back in the chair, and stares out over the beaches and the ocean to the blue horizon...::

TO_Hawkes:
<TP_Chief>: Can you bean me to theese co-ords? its supposed to be a really good art museum.

ENGMac:
::pulls out a bottle of Stout and opens it::

Es`Shere:
COMM: Lynam: No I am on Risa.. Do you need me ?

TO_Hawkes:
<TP_Chief>TO: sure...hop on pad one.

OPS_Lynam:
@Comm:Es'Shere: I hate to interupt your vacation, but I do need a moment of your time.  Where can I meet you?

TO_Hawkes:
::dematerializes::

ENGMac:
::walks over to the shade of a nearby tree, then sits and starts drinking::

SO_Sadoki:
::Sees XO and walks over to him:: XO: Sir, is this were i sign up?

Es`Shere:
COM: Lynam: Anywhere Fox would be fine.. here or on Risa.. your choice ::pauses in fornt of a store looking through the window as she waits for him to decide::

TO_Hawkes:
::Materializes outside RMFA::

CO_Grant:
::sees new SO approach::

CMO_Matt:
::it reminded him of something, maybe even reclusively of the shores of home, of his beloved world which he hadn't seen in months. he wondered about his brother, his sister, how they were fairing, and praying that they were doing better then he was...::

XO_Wall:
SO: yes ensign

MO_Lea:
::steps onto the beach, begins to walk along the shore, watching several people roughhouse in the water::

CO_Grant:
XO: Looks like your team is shaping up

ENGMac:
::starts to think of how much he misses his home in the Highlands of Scotland::

XO_Wall:
CO: so so sir seems not to many people interested in vollyball this time?

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Hello Sir, having fun yet?

LtJg_Cray:
CSO:  So when are you going to head down?

OPS_Lynam:
@Comm:Es'Shere: I'll come down, give me your coordinates, I'll be there in five minutes.

CSOPoulos:
@*CTO* are you ready to take your shift?

CSOPoulos:
@cray: soon.............. I hope

CO_Grant:
XO: I am sure you will get a full team shortly

CO_Grant:
SO: Sure I am having fun

TO_Hawkes:
@::Enters RMFA and looks at exhibit board::

CO_Grant:
SO: Are you?

CMO_Matt:
::rubbing his eyes, he turned away from the beautiful scene, not letting himself face his own thoughts, but reverting to hiding it and forcing it away as he forced away the beauties around him::

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  CSO:  Aye.

OPS_Lynam:
@:;Goes to TR 1::

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  TR1:  One to beam aboard.

Es`Shere:
COM:Lynam: Alright.. ::tells him where she is::  COM: I will be in the store.. you will recognise me I am the one in blue.. ::laughs:: feels like a Spy Novel... ::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Enters room titled: "J. S. Sargent retrospective::

CTO_Psion:
::Dematerializes::

CO_Grant:
XO: How about having the MED staff help out, it is not often we have a full med staff

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Materializes aboard::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Sees Lynam in the TR::

CTO_Psion:
@ Lynam:  Mr. Lynam, good day.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Disappointed to find that there was apparently a Risan artist named John Simpson Sargent::

OPS_Lynam:
@:;Hello Psion, did you enjoy your vacation?

XO_Wall:
::gives SO a sign up PADD::

Es`Shere:
::moves into the store and looks around.. a nice shop full of everything::

MO_Lea:
::walks down to the edge of the water, scoops some water and sand with her hand, watching all the grains slip through::

CTO_Psion:
@ Lynam:  I did not have a vacation to speak of.  Only mindless frivolity.

XO_Wall:
CO: sounds fine with me sir

TO_Hawkes:
@::Noteces a snooty lookin' Dosent heading his way::

OPS_Lynam:
@Psion: Excellent!  We'll see you in a few hours.

SO_Sadoki:
XO: thank you, sir.  ::signs up and returns PADD to XO:

CMO_Matt:
::in a few minutes he was dressed in the casual attire he rarely doned, looking over a medicine journal...::

CTO_Psion:
@ Lynam:  I recommend the south beach.  It is highly conducive to contemplation.

Es`Shere:
::moves to a display of sea shells.. :: Aloud: Very pretty

OPS_Lynam:
@::Gives the TR chief the coordinates and limps onto the pad::

ENGMac:
::but before he misses his homelands too much, he gets back up and heads to the hole and covers it up, then proceeds back to the resort::

MO_Lea:
::sighs and heads inland, in the direction of her room::

OPS_Lynam:
@Psion: I'll keep that in mind. :;Smile::

CTO_Psion:
@::Notices Lynam limping...and leaves::

XO_Wall:
::takes PADD back and lays on table::

CTO_Psion:
@::Leaves for bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Beams down to Risa::

SO_Sadoki:
::starts stretching out for the big game::

CTO_Psion:
@::Enters bridge::

CTO_Psion:
@ CSO:  Status report.

XO_Wall:
CO: so hows your RR on Risa gone so far?

TO_Hawkes:
@<RMFA_Dosent>TO: excuse me, but we have a strict dress code wich does not include...that shirt ::points at Hawkes' Hawaiian shirt:: or those...pants!

Es`Shere:
::asks the gal at the counter how  many credits she would need for al of them.. what an impression they would make in her quarters.. sitting on glass with sea sounds in the background::

CSOPoulos:
@Psion: everything is under control........

OPS_Lynam:
:;Appears on Risa in front of a store::

CO_Grant:
XO: Fine , I spent time with a family vacationing here from Earth and the wife's sister, Lucille.

MO_Lea:
::walks through the busy lobby, up to her room::

CTO_Psion:
@ CSO:  Then I shall releive you.  Enjoy yourself.

CO_Grant:
XO: Lucille is a fine gymnast

Es`Shere:
::agrees to the price and makes arrangments to have them sent to the ship.. spots OPS out of the window::

CSOPoulos:
@::nods::

CMO_Matt:
::puts the padd down and walks back over the window, breathing deeply, arms folded across his chest. what could he do?::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Enters the store and looks around for Es'Shere.::

CTO_Psion:
@Cray:  You are relieved as well.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Leaves RMFA...degected...but takes holo-phot befoe leaving while dosent wasn't looking..::

Es`Shere:
::waves:: OPS: over here..

MO_Lea:
::enters, see that her bag was delivered, and to the right room,  which was better than last time::

CSOPoulos:
@::heads for quarters to change::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Hobbles over::

CO_Grant:
XO: I think we could spark more interestin the volleyball by practicing.

XO_Wall:
CO: yeah does she play volleyball? ::grins::

CMO_Matt:
::he was resolved to change, but how he could accomplish that he didn't know. maybe he could contact his brother, maybe he would be able to help::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Morning Counselor, how are you?

Es`Shere:
::smiles at him:: OPS: Oh my.. what ever is wrong.. ::looks concerened::

LtJg_Cray:
::Leaves bridge::

Es`Shere:
OPS: FIne.. better than you I can gather

CO_Grant:
XO: I sure she can play, lets practice volleying while you lure more players here

CSOPoulos:
@::enters quarters and changes into civilian clothes::

XO_Wall:
CO: great!

CO_Grant:
SO: You take left side of net while I take right side.

MO_Lea:
::searches the bag for her other padd, and reveiws the medical journal::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: I pulled a gr...a muscle yesterday.  Actually that is related to what I wanted to talk to you about.  Well, not actually.  Ah, you get the idea.

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Sits in the captain's chair::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: sounds good to me, Sir

CO_Grant:
:: Moves to right sideof net and picks up ball

CMO_Matt:
::sighing, he steps away from the window, and moving down the hall towards the exit decides to vist the Doctor::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Looks around square in front of RMFA looking for something to do::

MO_Lea:
::sitting back, suddenly slams the padd down on the bed:: Self: I shouldn't just sit her..

Es`Shere:
OPS: I think you should have visited the CMO ....  ::raises an eyebrow:: OPS: ANd how did you pull that muscle?

SO_Sadoki:
:: moves to left side of net

CMO_Matt:
::stepping up to the door, he knocked lightly::

XO_Wall:
::notices the Amazon team praticing on Court A::

MO_Lea:
<here>

CSOPoulos:
@::heads for TR1::

MO_Lea:
:;sits up:: Door: Yes?

SO_Sadoki:
::sets ball for CO to spike::

CMO_Matt:
MO: It's Matthias.

CO_Grant:
XO: where is that new TO , I haven't seen him planetside maybe he will join

Es`Shere:
::points out to the door::OPS: Lets talk and  umm hobble shall we..

ENGMac:
::::as he gets closer to the resort, he sees the others getting ready to play some volleyball, he'd join them, but is a better baseball player::

MO_Lea:
:;stands, opening the door:: CMO: Hello doctor..

TO_Hawkes:
@::Ntoces a cabana and heads over. Sits down and orders a Coke::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: (Smiles grimly:: Actually I already saw him.  We had a...disagreement.  Can I buy you a cup of coffee and give you the details?

CSOPoulos:
@::enters TR1 and beams down to the planet...::

CO_Grant:
::picks up volleyball and servesto Sadoki an easy serve with nice spin::

CMO_Matt:
::the doors slide aside, Laiiron standing with his hands behind his back in the black of his fighting apparel:: MO: Hello...I was just coming past and thought I'd stop by.

Es`Shere:
OPS: Yes of course. there is a lounge of sorts right next door ::opens the store door and goes out side blinking in the sunshine::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::pratices:: I don't know last I seen him was on the bridge before we went on R&R

OPS_Lynam:
:;Follows her out.::

ENGMac:
::sees Hawkes and decides to join him:: TO: hey whats up?

CSOPoulos:
::looks around for the TO::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Have you enjoyed your trip so far?

Es`Shere:
OPS: Do you need a steady hand you look in pain... ::opens the door next door and enters holding it open for him::

MO_Lea:
::steps into the corridor and closes the door, mentally locking the journal behind:: CMO: Thank you..  How has your vacation been?

CSOPoulos:
::sees Hawkes in the main square.....  moves to join him::

CO_Grant:
:: sees SO hit the ball back ::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Uses Captain's console to access tactical and scans the area::

CMO_Matt:
::takes a moment to consider his 'vacation':: MO: Fine, I suppose; you?

TO_Hawkes:
EO_Mac:Motions over shoulder with thumb:: The RMFA is too hoidy toidy for my type.. they kicked me out! thought I'd have a drink...whatsup with you?

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: I'm fine counselor, thank you.  Nothing a week here wouldn't fix.

CSOPoulos:
TO: ya sou!  ::smiles::

Es`Shere:
OPS: A week here would fix lots of things.. . yes... ::smiles at him::

CO_Grant:
::Digs the ball out and hits it back without letting it dropon the sand::

XO_Wall:
::throws a ball up in the air, pratices hitting the ball::

MO_Lea:
::hesitates:: CMO: Fine.  Have you been to Risa before?

ENGMac:
TO: I'd tried to do some archeology, but my heart isn't in it and decided to come back

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: hey Poulos! We were just deciding how do make the locals want to lock up their daugthers tonight!

CMO_Matt:
::shakes his head, wondering about her hesitance:: MO: No.  It really is a beautiful place.

SO_Sadoki:
::sets the ball off CO's save:: CO: nice dig, Sir.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Gets a table at the cafe and orders two coffee's.::

CSOPoulos:
TO: looking for girls eh?  come with me I'll show you where the good ones are....... ::smiles::

ENGMac:
CSO: hey Poulos

CSOPoulos:
Eng: hey mac

Es`Shere:
:moves intot the lounge and takes a seat::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::jokes:: we dont need more players I think us three can handle them ::chuckles::

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Runs diagonostic of all bridge's systems::

MO_Lea:
::begins to walk down the hall, to leave her room:: CMO: Yes, It hasn't really changed too much since.. the last time I visited.   There are many views.

ENGMac:
CSO: join us

SO_Sadoki:
::lol::

XO_Wall:
SO: your good

CSOPoulos:
::nnods tp mac::

TO_Hawkes:
CSO,EO::Smiles::

CMO_Matt:
::walking with her:: MO: Last time?  You seem reluctant of speaking about it...

CO_Grant:
::HIts the ball back with an overhead move::

Es`Shere:
::starts to order a drink..:: Waiter: I want one with a little umberella in it.. ::smiles:: OPS: and you?

SO_Sadoki:
XO: thank you Sir. Played a lot at the Academy

CSOPoulos:
eng/to: follow me......... ::motions toward the Greek club

CSOPoulos:
::

CO_Grant:
COMM:AMAZONTEAM: IF you have the courage the DELPHYNE TEAM IS BACK

TO_Hawkes:
::Eyes the Greek Club dubiously...and follows::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Coffee's fine thank you.  I don't know if they put umbrellas in coffee.

XO_Wall:
SO: then youve been assigned to the right ship ::grins::

MO_Lea:
::slowly:: CMO: I wouldn't have come here again, not we hadn't been 'ordered' to have a good time ::tries to smile::

ENGMac:
::gets up and says:: CSO: what the heck ok

Es`Shere:
OPS: well I am on Risa I want a native drink.. ::tells the waiter to bring her something fun::

Es`Shere:
OPS: OK Fox what is it. it must be important.. yes?

CO_Grant:
:: Sees Lucille coming up the beach and beckons her to join in the athletic fun::

CMO_Matt:
::stops for a moment in the passage, looking at her with intensity:: MO: Is there something wrong?

SO_Sadoki:
XO: Great, Sir, and you two are not bad yourselves!

CSOPoulos:
::enters the club sees the band playing.... large grin crosses his face::

CO_Grant:
XO: THat woman is the gymnast I spoke of , she would make an excellent ringer errrrr player

TO_Hawkes:
::enters clubs..lots of loud noise!::

MO_Lea:
::irritated:: CMO: No   ::calms down slightly:: I had a wonderful time here.

ENGMac:
::enters and starts to get into the groove of the music

ENGMac:
::

CO_Grant:
::Sees Lucille approaching closer in attractive but skimpy bikini::

CSOPoulos:
ENG/TO: come I

SO_Sadoki:
::eyes open wider::

OPS_Lynam:
Es"Shere: O.K. here's the story.  Dr. Laiiron and I did a little fencing yesterday.  During our match he...I don't knw, changed.  He became very aggressive, almost hostile.  Actually, he was hostile...

CSOPoulos:
Eng/TO: come I'll show you how to dance.......

ENGMac:
::follows the CSO::

CMO_Matt:
MO: I see... ::looking to the floor:: I'm sorry that I said anything.

Es`Shere:
::reaches out and takes her drink from the waiter..eyes get wide with the first sip: OPS WHOA

TO_Hawkes:
CSO:Cool!

XO_Wall:
::stops frozen and just stares for a moment as the women approaches::

Es`Shere:
OPS: I am sorry was choking on my drink.. hostile you say?

CO_Grant:
::Sees Lucille mischievously join left side of net for practice::

CSOPoulos:
::sees the risan greeks and laughs::

SO_Sadoki:
::drops ball::

CSOPoulos:
::takes the lead and starts doing th Kretan Serto::

XO_Wall:
Lucille: welcome to our team gald to have you

MO_Lea:
CMO: I'm sorry.  It's alright.   I  went camping with some friends when I was in high school.

TO_Hawkes:
::looks at the CSO, and tries to figure out the moves::

Es`Shere:
::leans forward:: OPS: What happened?

CSOPoulos:
::jumps into the air and does marvelous slaps and then a deep knee bend...::  Outloud: OOOOOOOPA!!

CMO_Matt:
MO: Here, on Risa?

SO_Sadoki:
Lucille: hello glad you could join us

ENGMac:
::doesn't know what to do, but tries to follow the CSO's lead::

TO_Hawkes:
EO_Mac: do you know that dance? ::points at CSO::

CTO_Psion:
@::Scans the planet::

CO_Grant:
:: NOtices that  Lucille smiles at greeting from SO::

MO_Lea:
CMO: Yes.  They have some wonderful forests, with waterfalls coursing through.  It was a lovely experience.

CSOPoulos:
::band stops and begins a zembekiko::

TO_Hawkes:
::Thinks CTO is probably doing something fun like scanning the planet right now::

ENGMac:
TO: no I don't but, it looks fun! ::smiles::

SO_Sadoki:
::SO notices it too::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere:  Anyway, it seemed like he wasn't just sparring.  He was actually trying to hurt me.  Now, normally I'd think maybe he had a grudge but...I haven't sadi but two words to him since he came aboard.

CMO_Matt:
MO: But not something you'd like to remember with...alone?

Es`Shere:
::plays with her umberella while Fox talks..::

CSOPoulos:
::all the girls are sitting and the guys are out kneeling aournd a glass of ouzo::

Es`Shere:
OPS: ReallY? What do you think was the cause of this.. ?

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Wonders if TO is thinking of the CTO::

CSOPoulos:
::jumsp out and slowly begins to move around the glass followiong the awkward beat...::

XO_Wall:
::begins praticing serving::

TO_Hawkes:
::notices Risan Greek girls....mind occupied....can't think::

Es`Shere:
OPS: You must have a small idea... however remote

MO_Lea:
CMO:  If I don't remember it alone, or with.. a friend.. I couldn't remember it at all..

ENGMac:
::awkwardly trying follow the CSO's lead::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere:  I don't  know, counselor, that's why I came to see you.  :;Smiles::

CSOPoulos:
TO: now you know why Greeks stick with greeks?

CO_Grant:
::Almost misses the ball but hits it back over the net

CO_Grant:
::

CMO_Matt:
::his eyes fade to the ground:: MO: But at least you want to remember it...

SO_Sadoki:
:: walks to the other side of the net to help return practice serves with Lucille

CSOPoulos:
:: continues the slow Zembekiko, which is a solo.... ........ slowly goes down on knees and picks up glass in teeth and drinks without use of arms/hands::

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Not a clue...

Es`Shere:
OPS: I think you may have an idea.. you just think it is far fetched is all.. think for a moment.. was it you he was upset at or someone else?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Drinks his coffee::

CSOPoulos:
::pulls Mac ::

ENGMac:
::whoa::

XO_Wall:
::hits another serve toward the CO::

MO_Lea:
CMO: Sometimes. The camping trip was wonderful; full of memories that I love to remember.  We all had a good time, and I made a few new friends..

CSOPoulos:
Mac: just dance like you feel staying on the beat...... you can do it!

CO_Grant:
::Sees some crewpersons aproach talking with XO::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: I'm not sure.  It seemed like he was lost in thought, or remembering something.  I noticed a kind of far away look in his eyes.  When I wasn't ducking of course.

XO_Wall:
::stops talks to crewman::

CMO_Matt:
::seeing that it wasn't his place to be intruding on her remembering the past, he looked up to her once more:: MO: I'm sorry, if you would like to be alone I can just continue on my way.

Es`Shere:
OPS: What in his life has happened that you may know of that may have been upsetting him?

CO_Grant:
::Many crewpersons wish to play with Lucille::

TO_Hawkes:
::tries to dance, foloowing CSO and MAc's example...makes fool of himself....enjoys it immensly.::

XO_Wall:
::walks over to table gets PADD brings it to the crewman to sign up::

MO_Lea:
::feels she must explain, even though..:: CMO: No, please..:;flounders for words:: The last thing I want today is to walk through here alone.  ::takes a deep breath::

CO_Grant:
::Notices that a team of women approach laughing and pointing::

CSOPoulos:
::slaps floor with hand:: MAC: opa,  ise orea..... yasou O MANGAS!!!!!!

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: As I said Counselor, I don't really know the man.  I know he went on the shuttle flight to rescure Commander Wall and the AT on that asteroid.  It was a bit...exhilerating...but nothing traumatizing.

ENGMac:
:: awkwardly does the slow Zembekiko, steadily goes down on knees and picks up glass in his teeth and drinks it without the use of his arms/hands, but spills it::

CMO_Matt:
::understands, briefly, what she is feeling:: MO: All right then...I'm all ears.

CSOPoulos:
::grabs the Metaxa and refilss the glass..:: MAc: try again!

SO_Sadoki:
:: Notices their opponets approach gets game face on::

XO_Wall:
CO: i believe we have our team

CO_Grant:
:: continues to practice::

Es`Shere:
OPS: Alright.. I will go see him.. thanks I am sure he would not like being talked about.. lets not make too big a deal out of this.. are you going to file a report on you rinjuries? Which of course you should do.... but.. I don;t know.. what would  you like to do Fox?

MO_Lea:
CMO: I haven't seen any of my friends since then...   ::changes subject:: When were you on Earth last?

ENGMac:
:: awkwardly does the slow Zembekiko, steadily goes down on knees and picks up glass in his teeth and drinks it without the use of his arms/hands, but drops the glass::

CO_Grant:
XO: so it would seem and just in time too that would be the ever competant but not modest Amazon team

XO_Wall:
::tells the crewman to practice alittle bit::

CMO_Matt:
::his eyes on nothing in particular, but remembering as well:: MO: And you miss them...when I graduated from the Academy.

SO_Sadoki:
XO: where do you want me, Sir :: hopes its beside Lucille::

CSOPoulos:
::fills it an slides it back::

CO_Grant:
::steps aside so that  crewpersons can practice::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere:  Well, if he has a problem then I think he should get some help.  If he has a problem with me....well, then I yhink he'll NEED some help.  :;Chuckles::  Just kidding Counselor

CO_Grant:
Lucille: If I could talk to you a moment

Es`Shere:
::gives him her best do not be naughty look::  OPS I agree.... ::laughs::

ENGMac:
::stummbles a bit and does the slow Zembekiko, steadily goes down on knees and picks up glass in his teeth and drinks it without the use of his arms/hands, smiles and is quite proud ::

CO_Grant:
::lucille steps out and grant tells her the plan::

XO_Wall:
SO: start off front right side

MO_Lea:
::realizes that he couldn't know what she meant:: CMO: Did you know many people while you were there?

SO_Sadoki:
XO: Aye, Sir

TO_Hawkes:
::Claps for MAc::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Of course I did.  It was my home, I lived with Starfleet all my life.

CO_Grant:
::steps upto XO:: whispers to XO: She should be used as substitute if we get in trouble

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: I don't think a report is neccesary.  Just find out what's going on with him.  He seems like a good doctor, I'd hate for him to snap when we heed him.

Es`Shere:
OPS: Shallwe go over and watch the crew play in the sand? ::smiles at him..and wonders::

ENGMac:
::smiles and yells YES!!!!!::

XO_Wall:
CO: yeah good idea

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Sure.  Lead on, I'll keep up.

MO_Lea:
::smiles:: CMO: Another one.   You have an advantage over me, then

Es`Shere:
OPS: I would hate to see that as well.. I will make it my first stop back on hte ship.. which I suppose should be now

CMO_Matt:
MO: How so?

TO_Hawkes:
Mac: Way to go Mac!

SO_Sadoki:
::wondering if all the whispering is trying to keep me away from Lucille::

ENGMac:
TO: thank-you! ::smiles::

Es`Shere:
OPS: I will walk with you and then take my leave.. ::smiles::

TO_Hawkes:
::claps Mac on the back....when/if he comes to a complete stop.::

CO_Grant:
:: Lucille graciously seems to be waiting for her turn to play::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Oh, hey, I didn't mean to cut your R&R short.  Go ahead and watch the game, I can have somebody keep an eye on the doctor til we get back.

XO_Wall:
CO: sir how about you start front left side at the net

CO_Grant:
:: goes over to lucille and gives her a backrub to keep her ready of course::

MO_Lea:
CMO: You grew up with all of the elements of Star Fleet.  You knew the rules, the possiblities, the risks.  You are familiar with the formalities, the unspoken directives.  And you know the protocol.

Es`Shere:
OPS a few more minutes here will do no harm for either of us, have you ever built a sand castle?

ENGMac:
TO: thanks!

CO_Grant:
XO: fine on my way

SO_Sadoki:
::wishing he was CO right now or at least his hands::

CMO_Matt:
MO: You're right, I do.  I was born with it. ::seems rigid against the facts of his past::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Not for a long time.  :;Smiles:: How  about you?

CO_Grant:
:: goes to the left side of net as amazon team approaches and takes the right side of net ::

ENGMac:
TO: wow that was fun, you should try! ::smiles, then burps licorice

ENGMac:
::

XO_Wall:
::he takes place at serving position, while the reamining crewman fill the remaining spots

Es`Shere:
OPS: Never.... I have never... ::wonders if he would.. an Officer.. make castles:: OPS: Wanna?

ENGMac:
TO: excuse me ::smiles::

TO_Hawkes:
::waves hand in front of face...whew!:: MAC:Sure...do they have anything non-alcholic?...I don't drink.

SO_Sadoki:
All at the court:: OK guys here we go.  Stay in your lanes.

CO_Grant:
XO: Let us begin

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere:  ::Thinks about it for a moment::  Yes, yes I believe I would.  :;Smiles:: Let's go

ENGMac:
TO: ::laughs:: not sure

Es`Shere:
OPS: Race ya.. ::knowing she will win.. otherwise why run?::

MO_Lea:
::unwillingly senses his reluctance. Strengthens her barrier:: CMO: I spent more time with corperations, ambassadors, and such as a child, and then just enjoyed Betazed while I was there.. and while I could.

TO_Hawkes:
::Thinks...heck, they gotta have water..or something...talks to greek guy who nods and fills glass with water:;

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: You are a cruel woman counselor.  How about a head start?  ::Laughs::

TO_Hawkes:
::tries to do teh Zembiki...wiki..whatever....

CMO_Matt:
MO: What are you trying to say?

Es`Shere:
OPS: No way... ::laughs:: Your legs are longer.. it is only about 30 seconds to the water and she is not ahead by much::

XO_Wall:
::hits a serve to a small open spot to the Amazon side::

ENGMac:
TO: go for it Hawkes

MO_Lea:
CMO: I was only there for a few years, though I would have stayed longer.

TO_Hawkes:
::Mannages to pick up the glass..feels it start to go sideways....::

CO_Grant:
::observes as the Amazons easily hits the ball back::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Races for the water, at a greatly hampered speed.::

TO_Hawkes:
::moves his head to other side to correct...and loses it::

CMO_Matt:
::looks at her with an intensity to understand and help, letting her continue::

CO_Grant:
::A crewman hits the ball back  but the amazons spike the ball !::

Es`Shere:
::splashes in her skirt flying and water spraying::  OPS: No fair your cheating!

XO_Wall:
::crewman back left side hits it::

TO_Hawkes:
::watches the Greek cuy slide another glass out....Hawkes will try again..::

MO_Lea:
CMO: I felt I could do more in Starfleet as a doctor than on Betazed or Earth.

CO_Grant:
:: The creman's attempt is easily blocked by amazons::

ENGMac:
TO: ::yells:: you can do it Hawkes!

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Oh come on, you don't wanna tell all your friends you beat a man with a broken leg in a race do ya?

SO_Sadoki:
::moves in for the block::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Then why are you feeling this way?  You've succeeded, you have made something of yourself, and you have so far to go and so many more things to accomplish.

TO_Hawkes:
::Begins the attempt for a second time....smiles over at Mac as he goes in...:

OPS_Lynam:
:;Notices his leg feels better for having stretched it::

XO_Wall:
::runs up and hits the ball for a setup::


Es`Shere:
::lets him win:: OPS Why no....  ::gives him a mild shove and in the water he goes:: OPS: you win ! ::laughs::

TO_Hawkes:
::picks up the glass, and feels it tettering again.::

SO_Sadoki:
:: sets ball for spike::

TO_Hawkes:
::Almost panics...but controls himself...and feels the cool liquid slide down his throat! Success is Mine!::

MO_Lea:
CMO: I'm not complaining, or feeling sorry for myself. ::smiles::  Though I havn't really made something of myself yet, nor done any  great deed.

ENGMac:
::yells:: Yea!!

CMO_Matt:
::smiles:: MO: But you will.  I know you will.

CTO_Psion:
@ ::Scans for the crew::

CO_Grant:
:: the amazons get the ball back as last hit fails to make it over the net::

TO_Hawkes:
::stands there for a moment reveling in adoration of....comes back to reality and hands glass to greek guy::

ENGMac:
::runs up to Hawkes and pats him on the back::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Sits up in the water laughing::  Es'Shere: The medical staff on this ship has no respect for the injured.

XO_Wall:
Self: darn!

CO_Grant:
:: amazons serve a vicious blast over the net ::

TO_Hawkes:
::smiles:: Mac: Thanks man!

ENGMac:
To: way to go! ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
::looks out at the view of a perfect sky:: CMO: Well, that is yet to be seen, doctor..

Es`Shere:
OPS: aww ya big baby.....  ::laughs at him sitting in the water as she stands over him::

CO_Grant:
XO: now would be a good time for that substitution

CMO_Matt:
::follows her gaze:: MO: How about a walk on the beach, before it gets too dark?

TO_Hawkes:
Mac: I don't know about you, but I could eat a whole cow....wanna see want they got for eats?

ENGMac:
TO: I wonder what our two fellow LtJg's are doing

ENGMac:
TO: sure let's go

TO_Hawkes:
::laughs:: Mac: I'm SURE they're up to no good!

XO_Wall:
::motions to lucille to come in::

CO_Grant:
:: Returns the serve as amazon easily hit it back

MO_Lea:
::knows she still has a debt to pay before she could make any progress.  Comes out of the clouds:: CMO: That sounds like a good idea

ENGMac:
::laughs:: Hawkes, that I'm sure of!

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Alright, help me up will you?  And I promise, I won't pull you in. ::Smiles innocently::

CO_Grant:
:: notices as a crewman steps out making room for Lucille

CO_Grant:
::

Es`Shere:
OPS: I guess sand castles are out.. water and sand.. you will be a gritty mess.. ::laughs again::

CO_Grant:
:: gives the thumb up to XO::

TO_Hawkes:
::looks around wondering were CSO went off to...imagines some girl...::

CMO_Matt:
::smiling, he motions to the end of the hallway, the exit to the hotel, and the beach::

ENGMac:
TO: let's get going

Es`Shere:
OPS: You had better not ;:stares him down and reaches out her hand::

XO_Wall:
::nods back to the CO::

TO_Hawkes:
Mac: I'm with you buddy!

CO_Grant:
:: a crewman returns the ball ::

XO_Wall:
Self: yes!

CO_Grant:
:: an amazon attempts to spike but lucille digs it out::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Actually counselor, water and sand are what sand castles are all about.  Lets get to it before we have to go back.  Everybody should build at least one in their lives.

ENGMac:
::heads out door to find a burger joint::

SO_Sadoki:
::sets ball for CO/Lucille spike::

MO_Lea:
::feels the breeze, perfectly salted::

CO_Grant:
SO: It is yours spike it!

TO_Hawkes:
::goes with EO_Mac::

OPS_Lynam:
::Takes her hand and gets to his feet::

ENGMac:
TO: ::points:: that looks like a good place to go

SO_Sadoki:
::spikes it down

Es`Shere:
OPS: Thank you.. a nice test you passed thought for sure I would be all wet... ::smiles::  A nice day...

MO_Lea:
CMO: It is a wonderful planet, though it would be better if it were natural...

CO_Grant:
:: the delphyne crew cheers as the server returns ::

XO_Wall:
::hi fives his team::

CMO_Matt:
::looks out across the waters, feeling the cool liquids lapping at his feet:: MO: Let's not try to think about that...

SO_Sadoki:
::hi fives::

TO_Hawkes:
::Mouth watering:: Mac: can you smell that sizzling beef!?

CEOLefler:
::wakes up on floor of unknown bedroom::

CTO_Psion:
@ COMM:  All:  All Delphyne crew are ordered back aboard.

XO_Wall:
All: ok lets go its not over yet

ENGMac:
TO: takes a wif:: mmmm sure do!

MO_Lea:
::feels a slight thrill, desides to follow the doctor's advice::

CO_Grant:
::Lucille serves ::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Leads Es'Shere up to the wet sand and sits down.  Come on, lts get to work.  You can psycoanalyze me by the way I build sandcastles. :;Smiles::

SO_Sadoki:
::and what a serve it is::

CMO_Matt:
::the pair, after their walk, make their way back to the hotel, back into the same corridor where they had been talking::

CEOLefler:
::hears comm from Psion... like 1,000 klingon targs stampedeing in his head::

TO_Hawkes:
::Crud! And right in the middle of Pavlov's symptoms too!::

CTO_Psion:
@ Transporter Cheif:  Lock onto all crew and prepare to energize.

CO_Grant:
:: amazons hit it back but a crewperson hits it over the net and the delphyne scores::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Thank you; I think I needed that.

Es`Shere:
OPS: Sounds like a plan... thanks. It has been a long time since i was silly... you must have known me before.. ::pats the sand::

XO_Wall:
Self: yes!

MO_Lea:
::hears the call to return, suprised to feel reluctant to leave:: CMO: Yes...

TO_Hawkes:
::reaches out hand towards burger joint as he dematerializes....NOooooo!!!!!!!::

CEOLefler:
::finds his shirt and pants and quickly gets dressed before who ever it is that belongs to this room returns::

MO_Lea:
CMO: I just need to pick up my bag, I didn't really unpack anything.

CO_Grant:
COMM:PSION: We are returning shortly let the volleyball team have a few minutes

CEOLefler:
*COMM:DEL*: I need an emergency beam up. Now time to explain just get me out of here

CMO_Matt:
MO: All right. ::waits for her to grab her bag::

CTO_Psion:
@ TR Chief:  Beam Mr. Lefler aboard:

CO_Grant:
AMAZONLDR: I am sorry we have to go back to our ship but we have definitely enjoyed playing with you

ENGMac:
::grabs burger, then dematerializes::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Builds a sandcastle, nothing fancy but fun::

CMO_Matt:
::hurries and grabs his bag as well, meeting the Doctor in the hallway::

CO_Grant:
::turns to Lucille and invites her to dinner aboard the ship ::

MO_Lea:
::lifts her bag, looks around to be sure everything is in place, and walks back out into the corridor to meet the doctor::

Es`Shere:
::sitting in the sand she appears very young.. and is happy to be making a new friend..::OPS: Nice  castel.. although it looks like  a hmmm ::turns her head:: A ferengi... ::laughs::

XO_Wall:
CO: geez just when it was getting good

SO_Sadoki:
:: wishes he could spend more time with he CO sister in law::

CEOLefler:
::feels energy envelope him and the familiar whine of the transport cicle gains in intensity::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Shall we? ::tapping his comm badge::

CO_Grant:
:: Lucille smiles and hits the ball back to the amazons::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles assent, with a last look around::

OPS_Lynam:
Es'Shere: Really?  ::Studies the construction as the recall signal comes::

CO_Grant:
XO: yes I agree but our shoreleave is about up

CMO_Matt:
MO: It is a beautiful planet...

Es`Shere:
::hears the chirping of her COm badge::OPS: Well I hear it.. do you hear it.. ::shakes her head no::

CEOLefler:
::materializes on TR1 pad, still holding his pants and shirt in his hands::

XO_Wall:
Lucille: i thank you for joing us

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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